FAMILY TENDENCIES - LOVE ASPECTS
spending want of adjustment in  the love life. This factor of
itself would not suffice to bring about the tendency to incest,
but, given the existence of this tendency, it might constitute an
influence of very considerable power in maintaining the tendency
in question, both in the individual and in the race, and might
even be a means of producing a reversion to this tendency in
cases where it seemed to have been superseded or outgrown.
(8) The sentiment of parent love having been called into
existence by the aid of the factors we have already enumerated—
directly in the case of i and 2, more indirectly in the case of
4, 5 and 6 and  still  more  indirectly  perhaps  in the  case of
3  and  7—all   conditions   are particularly   favourable   for  its
continuance and growth. In the first place, it is almost certainly The sentiment
one of the earliest important sentiments to be formed, the only ?f ^JJJ^jJnn
other one which can compare with it in this respect being the virtue  of  its
self-regarding sentiment It thus enjoys as compared with most. eariyfonnation
others sentiments all the advantage afforded by priority. What
the exact nature of any such advantage may be, it  would be
hazardous to suggest in detail: we know however that it is a
general characteristic of the function and development of mind
that dispositions which are formed early  in  die  life  of the
individual enjoy a greater stability and permanence than those
subsequently acquired. Even where, as so often happens, the
function of the earlier dispositions is modified or obscured by
the results of later experience, the phenomena of "regression"
to  earlier  levels,  as  manifested  in pathology,   show  clearly
enough that the earlier  dispositions remain intact throughout
life and in many cases  seem to be (in themselves and apart
from the influence of extraneous factors) paths that offer less
resistance to the passage of emotional energy than do those
formed at a later period. It may well be then that its priority
of formation gives  to  the sentiment of parent-love  a more
stable and( deep-rooted foundation than that enjoyed by any
sentiment subsequently formed.
Further, psycho-analytic study appears to indicate very
strongly that it is in the nature of the mind-for ah the earliest
channels of conative energy not only to remain capable of
functioning in later life, but actually to continue to function,
though often in such a degree or in such a way as to have but
little if any direct influence on consciousness or action. Thus
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